
Every country has poor people and every country has different ways of dealing with the poor.

What are some of the reasons for world poverty? How can the poor be helped

Today, most if not all, nations throughout the globe are struggling with the world poverty. It is true to 
claim that  all members of societies along with governments must shoulder the responsibility, thereby 
eradicating or ameliorating the so called situation.

The stark reality of poverty stems from various phenomena including conflicts or political upheavals as 
well as natural disasters. Countries undertaking the former are more likely to be pushed into the poor 
communities in comparison with those of which haveing peace and stability. Struggling with prolonged 
conflicts, citizens’ lives are scattered like leaves in the wind, since they might need to leave any 
belongings behind to survive. Syria, for example, is able to fully portray the lives of people protracted 
displaced/impoverished by war. In the realm of the latter drought or flood, for instance, would 
aggravate the condition of those whose mere source of income is through agriculture. Failing harvest 
after harvest might drain the farming population of from money and assets. Ultimately, finding 
themselves eroded mentally and financially, disaster-stricken ones backslide below the poverty line 
which is regrettably the dire story of some African countries.

Seeking out a way to annihilate or at least to lessen the load, governments must exert some promising 
measures which could range from exempting the poor from tax to paying monthly income. In other 
word, authorities must support them to in reinvigorate reinvigorating and establishing a better life 
which all human beings deserve. However, expecting governments to intervene, does not debunk the 
notion of others’ responsibility of donation, particularly those who are havingwith sufficient salary.

Overall, communities might turn into poor ones due to various reasons,and  in order to change for the 
better, not  only is it governments’ duty, but it is also any individual’s s’ responsibility to tackle the issue.


